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S

enior care facilities are currently facing the
largest and most difficult challenge the
industry has ever seen. Although the focus of

these communities is providing a safe environment
for seniors, by their very nature, they represent
target-rich environments for infectious diseases,
which can destroy that safety. This is an issue that
the Coronavirus pandemic has uniquely highlighted,
bringing into stark contrast the deficiencies of our
facilities and architecture.
Because of this, it’s more important than ever that
we as an industry examine our practices in order to
improve the outcomes for our residents and put in
place a new infectious disease control architecture
to regain the eroded trust and ensure our facilities
serve their purpose in the future.

©This paper is a copyrighted work of Ashish Warudkar. All Rights are Reserved. “InfeXBloc™”, “InfeXPASS™”, “INFEXCON™”,
“InfeXBloc Scorecard™”, InfeXSIMTM are registered trademarks of Pratibha Creative Resources LLC.
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What Are Families of Our Residents
Seeing Right Now?
The news headlines of 50,000+ seniors lost (Figure 1) depict a numbing scale of the disaster
we have suffered. While the news is focused on sensation (such as the policies that mandated
admittance/re-admittance of COVID-19 positive residents to Nursing home facilities, shortage
of essential PPE supplies and testing gear, choked overseas supply chains, etc.), digging deeper
to the root causes of this epic loss of life is far more valuable to ensure our facilities and our
residents are not put at risk again.

Figure 1: The English
language is not
enough to sweet talk
out of this disaster!

I

n the months to come, when detailed forensic analysis is done of the root causes of this
catastrophic failure in the senior care system, there’s no doubt that it will be found that
it was not a single fault point that led to the loss of life in our facilities. Instead, multiple

fault points combined to result in a chain of events. We will learn that the system was both
ill-equipped and ill-prepared to combat a highly infectious and deadly disease among the
vulnerable population in our communities.
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The Emerging
Trust Deficit
The statistic that is keeping residents and
their families up at night and eroding their
faith in our facilities is that 42% of US deaths
due to Coronavirus are from just 0.6% of the
population22 (Figure 3). And, that 0.6% of
the population was our residents, the people
who entrusted themselves to our care.
This confirms that senior care industry was
ground-zero of this pandemic, a fact that
is rapidly generating a trust deficit in the
market that we serve. Whether this lack of
trust will be a short term phenomenon or
have lingering effects is something only time
will tell.
Unfortunately, we must all assume that
the effects on our market will persist long
after the cause is removed, possibly by the
development of a Coronavirus vaccine. And
of course, no one can predict psychological
immunity from the fear and apprehension
the deaths of so many in our care has
generated.

Figure 3: Senior care industry was
the ground-zero of Coronavirus
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Long-Term Issues Exposed
Yet, the truth is that even before Coronavirus, the infection control and prevention in our
facilities was found lacking. The GAO report1,2 (Figure 2) found that:
“Most nursing homes and long-term care facilities weren’t doing enough to protect
patients from spreading infection before the coronavirus pandemic. This has been a longterm issue and so the current environment really reinforces the need to focus on these
types of infection control measures”.

F

or decades, Federal authorities have delegated the oversight function in our

industry to the 50 states – a practice which produced 50 experiments on a broad
spectrum from the strong oversight model (e.g. California) to the relatively lighter

oversight found in other states.

Figure 2: Coronavirus exploited existing weaknesses

However, before Coronavirus, no one attempted to quantify the level at
which MRSA, C-Diff, Influenza, and other diseases had ravaged senior living
communities, simply because these other infectious diseases did not have a
high fatality rate.
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The appearance of Coronavirus, a highly virulent bug exposed the chink in our armor. The
statistics in Los Angeles county (Figure 13) are eye-opening.in Los Angeles county (Figure 13)
are eye-opening.

Residential Care Facilities for the Elderly (RCFE)
COVID-19 Positive Cases by County
800

Total Positive Cases: 3,347
Total Related Deaths: 429
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Figure 13: Graph for RCFE per County - Data Retrieved 6/27/2020* (source CDSS)20
*COVID-19 counts by county may shift as data is dynamic

What Will This Mean for Senior Care?
It’s important to note that when an industry’s self-regulation is found lacking and a catastrophe
exposes its vulnerabilities, the pressure on regulators to step in increases. In essence, this makes it
is only a matter of time before regulations are introduced, requiring stringent measures to keep our
vulnerable residents safe.
In fact, there is already word of the formation of congressional inquiry commissions to dig into the
COVID-19 debacle for seniors.
This leaves the industry two choices, either wait for regulations to be forced upon us while leaving
our residents at risk, or make real changes now to rebuild the eroded trust and protect our
residents.
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Current Tactics
Fall Short
In these first few months we have adopted
several tactics. The first was our initial industrywide reaction to the mounting cases and death
toll we were seeing and thus, the lockdowns.

H

owever, while a reaction like this is common following a catastrophic change in an
industry, such as after September 11th when the aviation industry was shut down, the
truth is that lockdowns are simply not sustainable. This is a fact that has been made

abundantly clear in reports on the impact of ‘shelter-in-place’ orders on seniors’ psychological
health, with escalating feelings of loneliness and despair.
The second tactic that has been put forward to improve safety in our facilities is 100% testing.
However, the value of this proposal, as with lockdowns, may be considered questionable at best.
A test result only reflects the status of that resident at that point in time. This means that even
if all seniors were tested at any given instant, that metric can become meaningless the next day.

Even if periodic testing (e.g. every week) of all residents is considered, the
only value the practice will deliver on its own, is making us aware that one
or more of our residents has just tested positive for Coronavirus.
Yet another tactic that has been proposed is contact tracing, which is a forensic method that
looks back in time to project forward and arrest the spread. This method is useful in early days
of the spread and has had limited effectiveness.
Overall, these tactics have done nothing to contain the spread and we still have not addressed
the underlying infection spread vectors inside our facilities in order to ensure the safety of our
seniors.
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The 800-Pound Gorilla
In Our Living Room
In summary, given:
•

the magnitude of the infection transmission issue that resulted in thousands of
senior lives lost,

•

the overwhelming attack surface area that we must secure in each of our
facilities (the more beds, the more caregivers needed and the more noncaregiving staff needed, resulting in an exponential growth of the infection
attack surface area)

•

the urgency of the fix - we cannot wait for years for a solution to present
itself organically – our customers, their senior parents, regulators, and society
in general, absolutely everyone expects better (did we mention the liability
lawsuits!)

•

the mandatory preparedness that would be expected in the aftermath
(Coronavirus may revisit us next season),

•

the regulatory oversight that will certainly increase,

•

and the ‘silver tsunami’ which is just a few years away,

How should we move forward?

Rebuilding Trust
The sweeping effects of the pandemic on
our industry and the resulting trust deficit
among prospective residents and their
families mean that we as an industry need
to be proactive.
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Regaining the trust of our
customers is critical.
Yet, we will never succeed in rebuilding that trust
if we don the cloak of “we were fully compliant
with regulatory requirements and report fully
and accurately to them”18. Instead, we have to
recognize that no one was prepared for this
catastrophe:
•

Hospital systems were not prepared

•

Regulators were not prepared

•

Healthcare research & administrative
institutions (CDC, CMS, CDSS, etc.) were not
prepared

•

Large and small nursing care and assisted
living facilities were not prepared

•

Seniors and their families were not prepared

The Coronavirus pandemic caught us all by
surprise. The only thing we could do was react.
However, there is a light in all the darkness.
Now, that we have experience dealing with the
fallout from the virus’ spread, we understand
far more about not only where our previous
approach to infection control and prevention was
lacking, but also how we can proactively prevent
and contain future outbreaks.
And lessons learned and the solutions discovered
in other industries can guide our way.
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Lessons From The Past From Airlines To Cybersecurity
On Sep 11, 2001, Al-Qaeda terrorists changed the prevalent paradigm in commercial aviation
security, forcing a move from an implicit-trust security model to a proven-trust model.
Prior to the attack that changed the face of our nation, we could walk directly to the aircraft
boarding gates to see off our traveling friends or receive them at the gate. Before the advent of
automatic baggage scans, our checked baggage was simply lined up next to the aircraft staircase
and we would identify our suitcase before boarding.
The implicit assumption was that no passenger would carry a bomb – an assumption that was
shattered by the suicide terrorists.
Since then, air travel around the world has never been the same. Proven-trust protocols have
been implemented. These protocols are safer but also dramatically more painful, expensive to
implement. They significantly change the infrastructure architecture and operational procedures
we once knew, a fact that is evidenced by the hardship experienced by travelers when dealing
with the TSA. Yet globally, we have accepted the pain and expense because the assets we wish to
protect (our own lives) are priceless.
Importantly, commercial aviation is not the only industry that has discovered the value of moving
to a proven or zero trust model in keeping its customers safe and preserving its own viability.

C

yber-security has moved from on-premise data centers and firewalls to
public clouds and proven-trust protocols. E-commerce suffered from many
publicized episodes of bankcard fraud which had a crippling effect on the
trust new consumers had for this channel before moving to a zero-trust model.

Although these changes came with pain and expense, globally, we accepted
the price because the assets we wish to protect (our enterprise, personal and
financial data) are priceless.
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Moving to Proven Trust in Senior Care
Now, it is time to move to the same proven-trust paradigm in the senior care industry to enhance
the safety and care of our residents. Without implementing a proven-trust architecture, the trust
deficit the pandemic has engendered in our customers and their families could linger for years or
even decades.
Instead of assuming everyone is ‘safe’ unless proven otherwise (a model that led to the heavy toll
in our facilities with the advent of Coronavirus) we must move to a model that assumes everyone
is unsafe until proven otherwise. This changes the notion from keeping the bug outside, to the
notion that the bug is already inside.
For years, we acknowledged that Influenza, MERS, C-Diff, Pneumonia, and other diseases are
infectious and often appear inside our facilities. Yet, Coronavirus and its high fatality rate have
gotten everyone’s attention and shown us that assuming our facilities are safe spaces is no longer
an option.
As a consequence, Senior Care must now focus on caregiving as well as stopping infection spread
and must adopt a new safety architecture that addresses the inherently large attack surface area
infections are able to utilize in our facilities.
We must focus immediately on strengthening the resistance of Senior Care facilities against the
spread of all types of infections, such as MRSA, C-Diff, Influenza, Coronavirus, and the next virus
which makes itself known.

That is why the “InfeXBloc™”
architecture was developed.
Modeled after architectures that have
already seen successful implementation
in other industries like commercial
aviation and Information Technology
data centers, InfeXBloc™ moves the
senior care industry from the ‘implicittrust’ approach to a ‘proven-trust’ (or
‘zero-trust’) infection security model.
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An Anti-Fragile
Approach

T

he goal of the “InfeXBloc™”
architecture is to take a fragile
system, that’s always at risk of

failure move it toward “anti-fragility” –
an approach that responds to stresses
by mutating, adapting, and maintaining
fitness for its purpose.

In India, a 4.0 earthquake can flatten an entire city and kill thousands, but here is California,
we face many 7.3+ earthquakes (a thousand times more powerful shaking) without significant
damage. Why is this? In India, they build homes with cement and concrete. In USA, we build
with wood. The difference is our anti-fragile approach in the architecture and building materials
employed. Our building design absorbs the shocks rather than crumbling because of it.

InfeXBloc™ aims to gain from the disorder unleashed by COVID-19. When
adopted, not only will it help Senior Care facilities resist further tsunamis,
but also improve the care our facilities can offer to our senior residents.
Additionally, by decentralizing infection control in Senior Care, InfeXBloc™ provides a powerful
new way to resist infection spread, while helping to prevent overwhelming of hospitals in future
epidemics.
By creating a strong perimeter to prevent infection from entering a facility and at the same time
maximizing friction against infection spread within the facility, InfeXBloc™ provides both a moat
around the castle (each facility), while embracing the proven-trust policy that the danger has
already arrived.
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The Way Forward In
A Post-Pandemic World
It’s clear that after the ravages Coronavirus has wreaked among our
residents, Senior Care facilities have two options:
Wait for regulators to decide our fate as our residents remain

1
2

vulnerableand the trust deficit continues to grow
•

Put into place proven policies and practices which have helped other
industries facing catastrophic breaches in trust, rebuild and prosper

The InfeXBloc™ architecture is designed give facilities which choose the
second option the ability to do so in the most agile way possible.

To learn more about
InfeXBloc™ and how your
facility can leverage the
architecture to bounce forward,
enhance safety, and rebuild
trust in a post-pandemic world,
check out www.infexbloc.com.
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InfeXBlocTM Pilot Site Golden Springs Ranch
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